
THE INTELLIGENT AND FLEXIBLE WORKPLACE



Complete solutions for unified 
collaboration

Full range of interactive displays

Connect any device over any network

Developed for every type of workplace 

Facilitates scrum en agile

Compatible with all software

THE INTERACTIVE ECOSYSTEM FOR YOUR 
WORKPLACE

Technology and mobile devices have become the basis of the modern 
workplace. Easy connection, sharing and modifying digital content are 
a necessity. Newline introduces the interactive ecosystem. A set of 
intelligent digital tools to help you work more efficient, faster and 
better. With Newline at the heart of every workplace, your meeting, 
lesson, video conference or collaboration session is brought to a 
whole new level. 

The driving power behind the Newline interactive ecosystem is a full 
range of innovative interactive displays and non-touch displays up to 
98”. With premium quality and intuitive touch functionality, Newline 
displays are loved by its users around the world!



WHY NEWLINE CAST IS SUPER EASY TO USE?

Simply connect to any device

Connect on the fly, using the Newline CAST 

application, AirPlay, Miracast or your browser

It doesn’t matter what internet connection you 

use, mobile data, wifi, a hotspot or any 

combination will work!

Connect up to 6 devices at the same time

Easily share photos, videos, links and files

Two-way collaboration, annotate and 

control from both your device and the 

interactive display

Guaranteed security with unique 4-digit

pin and end-to-end encryption

Multiple
users

Use any
network 

 

App Enterprise level 
security

Two-way
annotation

SIMPLE, SMART AND SECURE 
SCREEN SHARING
Newline CAST is the most flexible solution for wireless screen sharing and is integrated 
in all Newline interactive displays. In just seconds you can easily share any screen over 
any network or use the secure mode for in-room casting. A truely hassle-free solution that 
allows multiple presenters to share screen, video, links and files.

Bring your meetings to life with Newline CAST!

Compatible with:



SHARE YOUR PRESENTATION, INSPIRE YOUR AUDIENCE

Newline Broadcast is a powerful streaming tool to share content from your Newline interactive 
display to any connected participant. Give more power to your presentations. Easily invite 
up to 200 participants in the same room and allow anyone to view the Newline interactive 
display content from their device.



i

MANAGE ALL YOUR INTERACTIVE DISPLAYS

You can manage all your Newline interactive displays from anywhere through a dedicated 
and secure web portal. Centrally manage apps, OS settings, install applications 
and updates or even configure the parameters of the Newline interactive displays 
remotely. This innovative tool also let’s you broadcast alerts or important messages 
to all interactive displays or to a selection. And IT administrators can support users 
by taking remote control of the Newline interactive display and give voice assistance.



START EVERY VIDEO CALL QUICKLY AND HASSLE-FREE
With one QR-scan and a touch you can simply start any type of video call from your mobile device! Either scan the 
QR-code on the interactive display or connect wirelessly via Bluetooth low energy. Through connection via your O365 
account, your calendar appointments of the day are visible. This way you can start your video meeting with only one 
touch with all your personal documents at hand from your OneDrive. This ultimate high-end tool is designed for easy 
and personalized access to your Newline interactive display. 

The MS Exchange integration from Newline Launch Control supports:



PREMIUM QUALITY FOR AN INSPIRING USER EXPERIENCE

The Newline interactive ecosystem is powered by a full range of Newline interactive displays to suit any 
workplace. From meeting room to classroom, from huddle space to office. Newline interactive displays are 
available in a wide variety up to 98”. 

OPTICAL BONDING TECHNOLOGY

All Newline interactive displays designed for corporate use have optical bonding technology. This makes 
our corporate product ranges unique and of the highest available quality in the market. Discover which 
Newline interactive display best suits your workplace!

ABOUT OUR SECRET RECIPE... 
IT’S ALL IN THE GLUE!

Traditionally, interactive displays have an air gap between the LCD panel and the glass of the display. This air
gap has many disadvantages. Therefore bonding solutions are becoming more popular. There are many ways
to bond LCD panels or touch sensors to cover glass. Air bonding, zero gap, direct bonding, optical bonding. 
Air bonding or bonding with an adhesive makes a huge difference. The used technology and type of adhesive 
ultimately determine the level of advantage. Newline’s method of bonding results in the maximum possible 
advantage of bonding. The secret recipe of adhesive has made bonding Newline’s signature. Curious? 
Experience the difference yourself!

Most accurate and fluent touch experience

Crystalclear image quality

Maximum viewing angle 

Protected against dust and moisture

Super safe glass, shock absorbing, extra durable

Ultra lightweight

NEWLINE  TOUCHSCREENS



THE SMART ALL-ROUND MEETING ROOM SOLUTION

MIRA has it all! Being Newline’s most versatile display, this solution will fulfill nearly every need in the 
corporate workspace. Suitable for meeting rooms, huddle spaces, lecture halls and offices MIRA is the proven 
succesful solution. The combination of optical bonding and advanced IR touch results in exceptional 
touch accuracy and a smooth writing experience with recognition of pen, finger and palm. But there is 
more! Other optical bonding benefits are clear images, vibrant colors and a true 178° viewing angle.

The built-in camera and microphone facilitate easy 
collaboration and video calls. Unique fast keys make 
navigation between your favorite apps, interactive
whiteboard, computer and any other source super easy. 
The integrated interactive ecosystem tools enable secure 
wireless presentation and collaboration. The flexibility of 
MIRA makes this interactive display the ultimate solution 
for your workplace!

Superior 
Touch 

Maximum
Viewing Angle

Built-in
camera & 

microphone Array       

Go 
Wireless

Android/Win
MacOS/Chrome

Compatibility

USB-Type C
Connection 

Ultra 
Lightweight

Newline MIRA includes the following interactive ecosystem tools for Android: 

Object 
Recognition



Superior
Touch

Crystalclear
Image Quality

Enterprise Level
Security

Maximum 
Viewing Angle

Object 
Recognition

Bonded 
PCAP  

Ultra
Lightweight

Easy 
Installation

Newline NAOS IP is compatible with optional Newline OPS with Newline interactive ecosystem tools for Windows:

UNMATCHED POWERFUL PCAP WITH ENTERPRISE LEVEL SECURITY

NAOS IP is Newline’s premium solution for the corporate workspace. Based on the combination of 
optical bonding technology and capacitive touch technology this product line features a superior touch 
experience, crystal clear images and a true maximum viewing angle. This product line comes in a wide variety 
of sizes and can be easily combined with the Newline 4K wide angle camera with microphone. This versatile 
premium solution is optimized for Windows and suits any workspace, from huddle room to large meeting room.  

NAOS IP can ensure enterprise level security. This solution has no functional Android which makes 
it less susceptive to hacking. You can still benefit from the Newline interactive ecosystem. Simply 
complete your NAOS IP with a Newline OPS including the Windows bundle of interactive ecosystem tools for a 
full Newline experience!



        NT           
NT

NEWLINE DISPLAYS

GRAND SOLUTIONS FOR YOUR WORKPLACE

Newline introduces a new range of displays called NT (non-touch) which come in the impressive sizes 
85” and 98”. The NT displays have crystal clear image quality and vivid colors. The built-in Android 
makes these displays unique. It includes Newline interactive ecosystem tools for wireless connection 
and screen sharing which gives full functionality for meetings, collaboration through the use of personal 
devices and video calls.

Go
Wireless

Slim
Bezel

Crystalclear 
Image Quality

Cloud
Access

Diverse
Connectivity

Remote Bring Your
Own Device

Newline NT includes the following interactive ecosystem tools for Android:
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SHOWROOM/OFFICE ITALY

Via Giuseppe Giusti 10,

20068 Peschiera Borromeo - MI

Italy

TEL: +39 3351295904

HEAD OFFICE EMEA

Ronda de Poniente, 16, 

Bajo E, 28760, Tres Cantos,

Madrid, Spain

TEL: +34 91 052 8834

BRANCH OFFICE POLAND

Aleje Jerozolimskie 200, 

pokój 322, 02-486, 

Warszawa, Poland

TEL: +48 533379973

BRANCH OFFICE GERMANY

Am Münster 36,

37154 Northeim

Germany

TEL: +49 55515889580

www.newline-interactive.com/eu/


